THE CHALLENGE OF INTEGRATING
HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE
How can we help?

Strong and trusting relationships between public agencies
are fundamental to using public resources in the most
efficient and effective ways. By creating shared vision,
coherent strategies, robust and achievable plans, councils,
the NHS and other public bodies can overcome the complexity
of developing a new model of health and social care.
The challenge is to create a plan that is sustainable, affordable,
responds effectively to the needs of local communities, and
delivers the outcomes they require.

How can we help?
We can support you with the complex processes and
mechanisms required to develop and deliver a system that
will be fit for the future. We offer a wide range of skills and
experience that include:

We have used this expertise to help a wide range of councils
and other public and third sector organisations to help deliver
solutions to meet these challenges.

Better Care Fund National
Support Programme:
Local Partnerships provides a range of support
to local areas with their Better Care Fund Plans
as part of the national Better Care Fund
Support Programme.

Metropolitan Council within
a large Combined Authority:
inter-agency
collaborations

review and
assurance
of plans

financial and
investment
modelling

business case
development

fundamental review of their Care strategy.
We undertook a review of their social care
costs, benchmarked these with other councils
and reviewed current developments across
the care home sector. This culminated in
recommendations on a revised strategy.

contract and
commercial
reviews
Large County Council:

complex
programme
management
design and
governance

data
analyses and
evaluation

an Assurance Review of a county-wide
transformation programme of adult social care.
This aimed to integrate services more closely
with health and stimulate market delivery
of innovative, integrated solutions to health
and social care.

For further information please contact:

Anne Jarrett 07917 813 829
anne.jarrett@local.gov.uk

Local Partnerships is a joint venture between the LGA and
HM Treasury. We work with local and national government
and other public sector organisations to deliver effective,
timely and affordable solutions to the challenges you face.
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